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Abstract
In this work, the architectures of three partially adaptive STAP algorithms are introduced, one of
which is explored in detail, that reduce dimensionality and improve tractability over fully adaptive
STAP when used in construction of brain activation maps in fMRI. Computer simulations
incorporating actual MRI noise and human data analysis indicate that element space partially adaptive
STAP can attain close to the performance of fully adaptive STAP while significantly decreasing
processing time and maximum memory requirements, and thus demonstrates potential in fMRI
analysis.
Keywords
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I. Introduction
SPACE-TIME adaptive processing (STAP), originally developed for radar signal processing
[1], has recently been shown to exhibit potential for detecting cortical activations in functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [2]-[5]. Unlike the methods in [6][7], it is not a subspace
approach. Rather, it is a Fourier-based joint beamformer-frequency filter. Previous research in
applying STAP to fMRI has focused on a fully adaptive version of the algorithm, which is
computationally intensive because it applies a separate adaptive weight to every data point in
the 2D or 3D data set. Here we introduce a partially adaptive STAP scheme to reduce
dimensionality of the algorithm and make it more tractable.
Partially adaptive STAP was first introduced by Brennan and Reed in the form of element/
beamspace algorithms [1][8]. For the partially adaptive implementation, a large set of input
signals is first transformed into a smaller number of signals prior to applying STAP. The goal
is to reduce processing time relative to fully adaptive STAP while maintaining comparable
ability to detect true positives without introducing false positives. The method of element space
(lejian@purdue.edu; tmt@purdue.edu). (Vince.Schmithorst@cchmc.org; Scott.Holland@cchmc.org)..
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is described in this paper, adapted for application to fMRI, and demonstrated to perform
comparably with standard fMRI analysis techniques.
II. Theory
A. Generic Partially Adaptive STAP
The architecture of partially adaptive STAP consists of three parts: partially-selective
processor, partially-adaptive processor and post-processor. The partially-selective processor
is a non-adaptive preprocessor comprising two components—a temporal filter Jp and a spatial
filter Gs, which act as selection matrices to reduce the amount of data to be adaptively
processed. The partially-adaptive processor computes a weight matrix for each of the resulting
reduced dimension data sets in the same manner that fully adaptive STAP computes a weight
matrix for a full dimension data set. The post-processor then combines these individual weights
for the data subsets of the partially-adaptive processor into a single full dimensional composite
weight matrix. From this point, processing is identical to that of fully adaptive STAP in which
the weights are applied to the full dimensional input data set to obtain the STAP filter outputs.
Combinations of temporal and/or spatial filtering using Jp and Gs in the partially-selective
processor unit compose the different types of partially adaptive STAP [8]. Element space
partially adaptive STAP retains the spatial dimensionality of fully adaptive STAP but reduces
the number of temporal degrees of freedom prior to adaptation. Beamspace partially adaptive
STAP reduces only the spatial dimensionality prior to adaptation in the partially-adaptive
processor. Element-beamspace partially adaptive STAP reduces both temporal and spatial
dimensionality. For economy, only the element-space method is discussed in detail here
because it is the most promising of the three partially adaptive schemes investigated.
B. Temporal and Spatial Steering Matrices
STAP is a two-dimensional filter which simultaneously determines spatial location and
frequency of cortical activations. STAP requires both a spatial steering matrix, which controls
the ability of the algorithm to correctly locate the fMRI activation in space, and also a temporal
steering matrix, which dictates its ability to properly identify the frequency/frequencies of
fMRI activation. In [2], Thompson, et al. defined a spatial steering matrix, A(x, y), to be applied
to k-space, representing the activation patterns and spatial locations of all possible activations.
In [9], the model was simplified for application to image space fMRI data, reducing the
Hermitian transpose in many of the STAP equations to a simple transpose, given that data in
image space are real-valued (magnitude images) rather than complex. However, in the
discussion below, the more general formula for complex valued data is provided with the
understanding that real data is a subset of this general case.
The temporal steering matrix for activation frequency ω, similar to that in [2], is
(1)
where N and k represent the number of time points and the number of known frequencies of
activation, respectively, associated with periodic task or stimulus presentations. The reduction
of the temporal steering matrix to include only the frequencies in which we are interested
represents a revision from that presented in our original work of [2], [3], and [5].
As in [2], the spatiotemporal steering matrix is defined as
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(2)
and represents all combinations in space and frequency where activations may occur. The
symbol ⊗ denotes Kronecker product.
C. The Scheme of Element Space Partially Adaptive STAP
Element space partially adaptive STAP retains the spatial dimensionality of fully adaptive
STAP but reduces the number of temporal degrees of freedom prior to adaptation. It does so
by combining the time course data of the 3D data sets into several subsets prior to computing
reduced weights. Thus, a subset is defined comprising Kt successive frames from a full Mx ×
My × N data set. As a result, the full data set is transformed into N'=N/Kt non-overlapping
subsets, each consisting of the full Mx × My spatial dimensionality but reduced to Kt frames.
The reduction of the data set is accomplished via
(3)
where p represents the pth subset (p = 0, 1,... N'–1), H denotes hermitian transpose,  is the
original full dimensional column-wise reshaped resting state (baseline) data set as defined in
[2], IM is an identity matrix of size M = Mx × My, and Jp is a selection matrix defined as
(4)
which chooses a particular subset of frames. The notation  and  refer to
 and  matrix of zeros, respectively. For each subset p, a reduced
weight matrix, Wp is calculated as
(5)
where
(6)
and
(7)
where Rup is the reduced noise correlation matrix with E{ } denoting the expected value, and
Vp is the reduced spatiotemporal steering matrix. The individual weights (p = 0, 1,... N'-1)
obtained from (5) form the output of the partially adaptive processor. Note that a recursive
algorithm solving (5) is introduced in [3]. Then we combine these reduced weights W0,
W1...WN'–1 within the post-processor unit to form a single weight matrix W via
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(8)
where diag returns a diagonal matrix. Equation (8) has been adapted from Seliktar et al. [10]
to accommodate a spatiotemporal steering matrix and a corresponding weight matrix rather
than vectors. This weight matrix W is subsequently used to obtain the filter output,
(9)
Here,  is the original column-wise reshaped activated data signal of full dimensionality as
defined in [2]. This filter output consists of one frame for each of the stimulus frequencies
present rather than output frames for all possible frequencies as represented by the DFT. Note
that since  is complex, it can potentially provide phase information about the signal, in
addition to the frequency and location information inherent to STAP.
III. Methods
A. Simulations
Validation of the proposed algorithm was effected using synthetic activation data superimposed
on human baseline data. For purposes of comparison to the previously incorporated fully
adaptive STAP techniques presented in [2][3], subsets of the same 64× 64× 1490 human data
set were used here. For the simulations, reduced data sets of size 10 × 10× 60 were extracted
so as to maintain the spatial and temporal continuity of the original data set. Two sets of in
vivo images were used for the simulation. A time series of fMRI data, χu, was first acquired
from a subject in the resting state, with no stimulation, in order to establish the baseline signal
characteristics of the echo planar image data and to estimate the reduced noise correlation
matrix, Rup. In the same subject we also obtained a second resting state fMRI data set and then
superimposed simulated activation in 10 voxels from a subset of 100 voxels in the image time
series by adding a simulated activation signal (square wave) with amplitude of 4% relative to
the mean intensity value of the time course data.
The first set of simulations was performed to establish suitable values for the parameter Kt of
(4). Simulations were conducted on seven distinct subsets. The number of true positives (TP)
and false positives (FP) were recorded as a function of threshold, and averaged over each of
the seven data set simulations, providing a measure of algorithm performance. In addition,
measures of CPU time and maximum memory requirements as a function of the parameter
Kt were assessed.
Having identified a preferred value for the parameter Kt, another set of simulations was
performed to compare the existing and widely-used fMRI analysis method of cross-correlation
[11] to fully and partially adaptive STAP. Each of the three algorithms was tested using the
same seven data subsets noted above, and results were averaged to obtain composite receiver-
operator-characteristic (ROC) curves [12]. Furthermore, to illustrate the consistency of STAP
results at lower signal intensity, additional simulations were run using a response amplitude
of 2% relative to the mean intensity value of the time course data.
B. Human Data Analysis
To demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can be applied to actual human activation data,
human data were collected from an fMRI experiment in which two blocked paradigms were
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conducted in an overlapping manner: (1) a finger-tapping activity with period 60 s, and (2)
visual stimulation (flickering checkerboard) with period 40 s. Echo-planar images were
acquired using the following parameters: TR/TE = 3000/38 ms; FOV = 25.6 cm × 25.6 cm;
BW = 125 kHz; 24 axial slices; 5 mm slice thickness; 120 time points; acquisition matrix = 64
× 64. Given that it is impossible to know the true activation region in a human experiment, it
is necessary to choose a traditional analysis scheme as a gold-standard for subsequent
comparison. For this work, the STAP algorithms were compared with the simple and widely-
used cross-correlation and general linear model (GLM) approaches [13].
IV. Results And Discussion
A. Element Space Partially Adaptive STAP
Table I displays the average result for each tested Kt as a function of threshold. Instances in
which all 10 activated voxels were successfully identified with no false positives are
highlighted in bold. From Table I, we observe that for these simulations, element space partially
adaptive STAP attains its highest degree of detection accuracy at thresholds between 0.4 and
0.6, but that performance is relatively independent of Kt. Therefore, factors such as CPU time
and memory usage are likely more important in selection of a suitable value of Kt than is degree
of detection accuracy.
Thus, given a desired detection accuracy, Kt may be selected to achieve a balance between
processing time and memory requirements. Fig. 1 displays the CPU time and memory
requirements as a function of Kt. It may be seen that both requirements increase with increasing
Kt, with memory increasing as the square of Kt for fixed values of Mx and My. Therefore, for
many data processing applications (particularly fMRI) in which data are large and memory
requirements are generally of greater concern than processing time, Kt = 1 is a better option
than Kt = 2. For small data sets, such as are used in the synthetic analysis, Kt = 2 would be
optimal, but given an interest in the more general case, this value was not selected.
B. Synthetic Data Comparison
Fig. 2 depicts the ROC curves for the three tested algorithms as computed based on simulations
with each of 4% and 2% activation. The ROC curves indicate that both element space and fully
adaptive STAP exhibited better detection accuracy than cross-correlation in the simulations.
Further, the performance of element space partially adaptive STAP was nearly equal to that of
fully adaptive STAP.
C. Human Data Comparison
Results from single slices within (a) the motor and somatosensory cortices and (b) the primary
visual cortex in a single subject are presented in Fig. 3. Note that the activation maps obtained
for both forms of STAP are, for both the motor and visual tasks, consistent with those obtained
using cross-correlation and GLM analysis. The selected slices in sensory motor cortex and
visual cortex were chosen as examples from the full 24-slice data set to demonstrate the
sensitivity of the partially adaptive STAP algorithm for detection of brain activation in expected
locations. As seen in Fig. 3, element space partially adaptive STAP produced results nearly
identical to those of fully adaptive STAP while the latter required triple the computation time.
Therefore, element space partially adaptive STAP produces appropriate results and can
significantly reduce the processing time and memory requirement, making it practical to use
this spatio-temporal analysis procedure on human data.
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V. Conclusions
We introduced a partially adaptive version to reduce dimensionality and improve tractability
over that of fully adaptive STAP. The use of known activations, in the form of superimposed
simulated activations enabled an objective and accurate comparison to the widely accepted
method of cross-correlation.
Element space partially adaptive STAP exhibits potential in detecting cortical activations in
fMRI and in reducing processing time and/or memory requirements of fully adaptive STAP.
Within a wide range of parameters that specify the size of the reduced dimension data sets,
element space partially adaptive STAP can exhibit better accuracy in detecting true activations
than that of cross-correlation while greatly reducing running time and memory requirements
of fully adaptive STAP. Human data analysis showed that the functional map of element space
partially adaptive STAP was almost identical to that of fully adaptive STAP, and both were
consistent with cross-correlation and the GLM approach.
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Fig. 1.
Processing performance of element-space partially adaptive STAP on a 10 × 10 × 60 dataset,
as a function of Kt, with no reduction in spatial dimensionality (Kt = 60 corresponds to fully
STAP). Graphs depict (top) CPU time, in seconds, and (bottom) memory requirements, in
bytes.
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Fig. 2.
Comparison of receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) analysis of STAP algorithms and cross-
correlation at response amplitudes of 4% (top three curves) and 2% (bottom three curves),
relative to mean.
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Fig. 3.
Activation maps for concurrent, but asynchronous finger-tapping (60s period) and visual
stimulation (40s period) tasks for a single subject. Partially and fully adaptive STAP activation
maps (threshold = 0.25, representing a fraction of the filter output having a range of 0-255; left
colorbar) are contrasted with maps obtained using cross-correlation and the general linear
model approach (thresholded such that p ≤ 0.01, uncorrected for multiple comparisons; right
colorbar). (a) Activation associated with the finger-tapping task, depicted at the level of the
motor and somatosensory cortices. The peaks of the two depicted activations are at Talairach
(x,y,z) = (-45, -27, 51) and (53, -18, 47). (b) Activation associated with the visual stimulation
task, depicted at the level of the primary visual cortex. Left and right activation foci are at
Talairach (x,y,z) = (-4, -88, -19) and (8, -93, -18).
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